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Experimental evidence of stochastic resonance without tuning due to non-Gaussian noises
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In order to test theoretical predictions, we have studied the phenomenon of stochastic resonance in an
electronic experimental system driven by white non-Gaussian noise. In agreement with the theoretical predic-
tions our main findings are an enhancement of the sensibility of the system together with a remarkable
widening of the response~robustness!. This implies that even a single resonant unit can reach a marked
reduction in the need for noise tuning.
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The phenomenon ofstochastic resonance~SR! has at-
tracted enormous interest due to both its potential tech
logical applications for optimizing the response to weak
ternal signals in nonlinear dynamical systems and
connection with some biological mechanisms. A recent
view shows the state of the art@1#. There, a large number o
applications are shown in science and technology, rang
from paleoclimatology@2# to electronic circuits@3,4#, lasers
@5#, chemical systems@6#, and the connection with some situ
ations of biological interest~noise-induced information flow
in sensory neurons in living systems, influence in io
channel gating or in visual perception! @7#. Recent work has
shown the possibility of achieving an enhancement of
system response~by means of the coupling of several S
units in what is called anextended medium@8–10#!, or have
analyzed the possibility of making the system response
dependent on fine tuning of the noise intensity@11#, as well
as looking at different ways to control the phenomenon@12#.

It is worth remarking here that a majority of such stud
on SR, with very few exceptions@13#, have been done as
suming that the noises were Gaussian. However, some
perimental results in sensory systems, particularly for o
kind of crayfish @14# as well as recent results for rat sk
@15#, offer strong indications that the noise source in the
systems could be non-Gaussian. Some recent studies in
ral networks also point in this direction@16#. Recent detailed
studies on the source of fluctuations in some biological s
tems clearly indicate both that noise sources in general
non-Gaussian and that their distribution is bounded@17#.

In recent work@18,19#, a method of generating a non
Gaussian noise with a ‘‘fine’’ control on the degree of no
Gaussianity was introduced and some interesting results
cerning the effect of using non-Gaussian noises in the st
of SR were obtained. The results of some analytical appr
mations and of numerical simulations indicate a certain
gree of enhancement of the system response when it de
from Gaussian behavior. However, a most remarkable fi
ing was that the system shows a marked ‘‘robustne
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against noise tuning. Such robustness means that the m
mum of the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! curve can flatten
when departing from Gaussian behavior, implying that
system does not require fine tuning of the noise intensity
order to maximize its response to a weak external signa

In this work we analyze the case of SR when the no
source is non-Gaussian but from an experimental poin
view. We have studied an experimental setup similar to
one used in@3#, but now using a non-Gaussian noise sou
which was built to exploit the form of noise introduced
@18,19#, but for the particular case of white noise. In@18,19#
a particular class of Langevin equations was studied, hav
non-Gaussian stationary distribution functions@20#. The
work in @20# is based on the generalized thermostatistics p
posed by Curado and Tsallis@21# which has been success
fully applied to a wide variety of physical systems@22#.
Those equations are

ẋ5 f ~x,t !1g~x!h~ t !, ~1!

ḣ52
1

t

d

dh
Vq~h!1

1

t
j~ t !, ~2!

wherej(t) is a Gaussian white noise of zero mean and c
relation ^j(t)j(t8)&52Dd(t2t8), and Vq(h) is given by
@20# Vq(h)5@1/b(q21)# ln@11b(q21)h2/2#, where b
5t/D. The function f (x,t) was derived from a potentia
U(x,t), consisting of a double well potential and a line
term modulated byS(t);F cos(vt) @f(x,t)52]U/]x52U08
1S(t)#. This problem corresponds~for v50) to the case of
diffusion in a potentialU0(x), induced byh, a colored non-
Gaussian noise. Clearly, whenq→1 we recover the limit of
h being a Gaussian colored noise~Ornstein-Uhlenbeck pro-
cess!. The stationary probability distribution for the rando
variable h and q.1 is given by Pq

st(h)5(1/Zq)@11b(q
21)h2/2#21/(q21), with hP(2`,`) andZq the normaliza-
tion factor. Whenq,1 the expression adopts the form
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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Pq~h!5H 1

Zq
@11b~q21!h2/2#21/(q21) if uhu,w

0 otherwise,
~3!

with w225(12q)b, and with noise intensityD52b21/(5
23q).

By applying a path-integral formalism to the Langev
equations given by Eqs.~1! and ~2! and using an adiabatic
like elimination procedure@23# it was possible to arrive at a
effective Markovian approximation. The specific details, no
relevant here, have been shown elsewhere@18#. In the
present work we have used a stationary probability distri
tion for the noise with the same form indicated above, a
for q,1. To obtain a number with the mentioned probabil
distribution we generate two uniformly distributed rando
numbersx P(2w,w) and yP„0,Pq(0)…. x is accepted ify
,Pq(x).

To make the experiment we have used an electronic~ana-
logical! circuit. We have used the well known Schmitt trig
ger, in an arrangement similar to@3#. Analogical approaches
have been extensively used not only to study SR~see Sec.
II C of @1#! but also to analyze the propagation of freezi
fronts, spatiotemporal SR, irreversibility of classical fluctu
tions, SR in nonlinear electronic systems, resonant prop
tion, etc.@24#.

The experimental setup was implemented with an LM7
integrated operational amplifier with positive feedback a
variable resistors in a voltage divider configuration th
could be used to set the threshold level of the circuit app
priately. The input and output signals were driven by a 12
data acquisition board~Advantech PCL-818L! connected to
a PC. The frequency of the periodic signal provided to
circuit was chosen as 100 Hz or 250 Hz, with an amplitu
that could be varied between 0 and 3.536Vrms. The threshold
level of the circuit was set as 3.018Vrms. The optimal tem-
poral resolution achieved with the system was 70ms. The
noises were obtained using a numerical generator as
cated above.

The set of parameters controlled during the experime
were the amplitude (Vs) and frequency (n) of the periodic
signal, the noise intensityD, and the parameterq of the noise
distribution. For each selection of the parameter values
performed measurements comprising 300 000 points wi
time lapse of 70ms between two consecutive acquisition
The phenomenon of SR was characterized by the resid
time distribution @1#. In particular, we considered the are
(An) and the height (Hn) of the first peak of the distribution
centered att51/(2n). In Figs. 1 and 2 we display curve
showing the behavior ofAn as a function ofD, for several
situations.

Figure 1 shows the effect of varying theq parameter for
n5100 Hz andVs51.414Vrms. We can see that for eac
value of q there is a clear resonant noise intensity. Asq
decreases we find that the resonant noise intensity shif
higher D values and the region whereAn remains high is
much wider~robustness!. At the same time, the value of th
maximum of each curve is higher. These results are in c
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respondence with previously reported ones obtained fr
numerical simulations@19#. In Fig. 2 we show the effect o
changing the amplitudeVs and the frequencyn of the peri-
odic signal. We can see that the resonant range ofD becomes
wider and the sensitivity of the system increases for incre
ing Vs . On the other hand, the effect of increasing the f
quency is to shift the resonant peak toward higher value
D. The last effect is due to the existence of an experime
time lapse between consecutive measurements.

As mentioned earlier,An corresponds to the area und
the first peak of the residence time distribution. This quan
produces neat curves that allow us to show the SR ef
more clearly. However, if we want to examine the effect oq
on the sensitivity of the system it is more convenient to p
the height of the peak,Hn , for a chosen value ofVs andn,
and severalq values. This is shown in Fig. 3 where we ca
see that there is a clear enhancement of the sensitivity of
system with decreasingq.

Summarizing, motivated by some experimental results
sensory systems@14,15#, as well as some recent theoretic
results@18,19#, we have experimentally analyzed the pro
lem of SR when the noise source is non-Gaussian. We h
chosen a white non-Gaussian noise source with a probab
distribution based on generalized thermostatistics@21#.

FIG. 1. An vs D for several q values. n5100 Hz andVs

51.414Vrms. Solid, q51; dashed,q50.5; dotted,q50.25; dash-
dotted,q50.1.

FIG. 2. An vs D for q50.1 and varyingVs and n. Dotted,n
5100 Hz and Vs52.121Vrms; dashed, n5250 Hz and Vs

51.414Vrms; solid, n5100 Hz andVs51.414Vrms.
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Our experimental results indicate the following.~1! The
resonance range increases significantly with increasing n
Gaussianity of the noise. This shows that tuning the no
intensity is not necessary in order to increment the sig
perception. This effect is what we call increased robustn
of the system.~2! At the same time there is a clear enhanc
ment of the sensitivity of the system~increase ofHn! with
decreasingq. ~3! For larger amplitude (Vs) of the periodic
signal, the ‘‘resonant’’ range forD becomes wider and th
height of the response increases.~4! The effect of increasing

FIG. 3. Hn vs q, for n5100 Hz andVs51.414Vrms.
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the frequencyn is to shift the resonance peak toward high
values ofD.

As we depart from Gaussian behavior~with q,1), the
SNR shows two main aspects: first it becomes less depen
on the precise value of the noise intensity, and secondly
maximum as a function of the noise intensity increases. B
aspects are of great relevance for technological applicat
@1#. Moreover, as was indicated in@15#, non-Gaussian noise
could be an intrinsic characteristic in biological systems, p
ticularly in sensory systems@7,14,15#. In addition to the in-
crease in the response~SNR!, the reduction in the need fo
tuning a precise value of the noise intensity is of particu
relevance both in technology and in order to understand h
a biological system can exploit this phenomenon. It is wo
remarking here that such effects have been obtained con
ering a single resonant unit, and not through the coupling
several resonant units as usual. According to the result
previous work@8–10#, one should expect an even larger e
fect when several units are coupled. Here we have focu
on the case of white non-Gaussian noise; the case of col
non-Gaussian noise will be the subject of a forthcom
work.
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